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WHATEVERmay be thought of the object of the
Government's
strategy
in relation to the Miners, there can be
no doubt that the strategy itself is well conceived. The
immediate objective, we take it, is to cry a halt to Labour
wage-demands at a moment when Labour itself is in
the greatest possible confusion and in the decline of its
popularity,
and
a condition
of the Government’s
"success”is clearly to increase both the confusion and the
unpopularity.
Assistance
in both respects has been
given to this policy by the action of Labour leaders,
who have at once refused to take any advice in the
matter of their own policy and persisted in antagonising
the general consumer (that is, the whole public) by
pressing demands
without reference
to their total
effects. The blank refusal of the Government even so
much as to consider the latest demands of the Miners’
Federation may be taken as indicating that,
in the
opinion of the Government’s General Staff, the time has
come -when a halt can safely be called and a challenge
given.
It is true that there are still one or two doubtful
factors
in
the situation-of
which,
however,
the
“policy,” so-called, of the Miners’ Federation is not yet
one; but, on the whole, it is reasonably certain that
the Government is now prepared for the “worst” that
Labour is foolish enough to do, and cares little or
nothing how soon the threatened “smash”
is brought
about.
To helpless spectators the impending trial of
strength is pitiable in the extreme ; the more so because,
with only a fraction of the intelligence of the
Government,
the Miners’ Federation
could, if it chose, reverse
the present disproportion of forces. There seems little
hope, however, that without much more pressure upon
them than has yet been brought to bear, the Miners’
leaders can be induced to abandon their policy of running
their
heads against
a brick-wall,
and the only
remaining hope, short of a miracle, is the lesson of
another painful failure.
***
It is entirely characteristic
of the procedure of the
Labour movement generally that just when domestic
affairs call for their undivided attention, its leaders are
to be found, not only with their. eyes on the ends of the
earth, but with their whole persons and presences
abroad. No doubt there are excellent reasons for the
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recent departure of Messrs. Smillie and Hodges to Geneva
for a fortnight; as compared with the Peace Negotiations,
the affairs of the International
Miners’ Federation
are, we must admit, in the ratio of fourteen days to three
in importance-the
latter being the time spent by Mr.
Lloyd George at Spa. Nevertheless, circumstances
also
should be taken into account, we submit ; and the question
the mining rank and file as well as ordinary citizens
may ask is whether, at this particular moment of crisis
at home, the routine business of international Mining
organisation requires the absence of the Miners’ Executive
from the storm-centre for- no less than a whole
fortnight.
Our own opinion of the importance
of
international
problems and of the way to deal with them is
well known. The greatest contribution and, in fact, the
only substantial contribution that any national Trade
Union or Labour movement can make to the solution of
international
problems
is to solve its own national
problem in such a way as to provide a model and an
example for the rest of the world to follow. There is
no use in assembling international meetings in order to
shake empty heads together in the hope that something
more will come out than is actually in. On the other
hand, we can be perfectly certain that a solution once
found and put into practice by any country will quickly
go the rounds and be adopted by every country. In the
case under discussion, if the Miners’ leaders, for instance, had behind them a victorious policy, a policy
that would really deliver the goods, their presence at
Geneva would he as unnecessary as it is now useless.
We say again that Messrs. Smillie and Hodges have
not only deserted their posts at the hour of need, but will
return from their trip as empty-handed as they have
set out. All the “ideas” at present articulate are to be
found here in England and nowhere else. It is neither
in Moscow nor in Geneva that Labour will discover how
to circumvent the “smash” or, in fact, to derive any
advantage from it. The only source of new ideas is,
for the present, here.
***
In anticipation, no doubt, of the inevitable revival
of the demand for Nationalisation,
and by way of
reassuring the followers of the Government, Mr. Bonar
Law made an occasion last week to repeat the official
declaration
that the Government “have
no intention
whatever of having in any form nationalisation either

of railways or of mines.” The affirmation is commendably,
unambiguous, whatever else may be thought
of it,
and, coming at this particular juncture, it may be
regarded as a Government forecast
of the probable
issue of the approaching Labour upheaval as well as
a challenge to Labour to “fight” on it. As for the
Labour politicians (both in and out of Parliament) there
can be no doubt what their reply will be.
Having
nothing to lose by strife and a career to win,
they will tumble over each other in their eagerness to
take up the challenge on the very ground which the
Government’s strategists
have reported
to be the
weakest possible,
for only a Parliamentary
Labour
candidate or a blind Fabian bureaucrat can conceivably
believe that nationalisation
of anything whatever
is
either a popular policy or a policy bearing any close
relation with the real grievances of the masses.
It
is probable that Mr. Smillie, for one, is partially
convinced that nationalisation is not a very direct means
to the ends he sincerely has in view, and that its
increasing popularity under official propaganda cannot be
taken for granted.
On several
occasions
he has
obviously tried to shift the issue of the struggle from
Nationalisation to Prices or from Nationalisation neat to
Nationalisation with reduced Prices ; but on every occasion
either his resolution
or his colleagues have failed
him, or the Government has been one too many for
him. Be it as it may, there is no doubt that
Nationalisation
is the Government’s choice of the ground ; and
that nothing will be spared to keep the issue as clear
of prices as possible.
The Government knows well
enough that a Prices policy without Nationalisation
would be the best ground for Labour and the worst for
the Government, while the policy now accepted by
Labour of Nationalisation without regard to Prices is the
worst for Labour and a positive gift to the financial
interests that control the Government.
***
Certain factors remain temporarily incalculable and
prevent that explicit forecast of "trouble in the autumn”
which would otherwise
be
possible. Without conceding
that “foreign policy” in the widest sense
determines
domestic policy, the truth being the exact
reverse,
the tactics
as
distinct
from
the
strategy
of
"(foreign policy” occasionally influence domestic tactics
and determine when, and sometimes whether, a domestic
event shall or shall not be allowed to arrive at crisis.
This is undoubtedly the case at this moment, and it
ought to be obvious that the continuance of the present
uncompromising attitude of the Government to Labour
is conditional upon the movement of events in Europe,
and particularly upon the movement westwards of what
is called Bolshevism. It is impossible to be sure from
day to day whether the Government means to oppose
Bolshevism by force or by diplomacy; sometimes it
is one party in the Cabinet that holds the reins and at
other times it is another. But, in general, the prevailing
tendency
appears
to
be
in favour
of
force
with
the consequent
appeals
to and dependence
upon the nations that presumably
stand between
Russia
and Western
Europe.
Thus
we
saw
that the first line of defence was composed
of
the border States, whose mission it was supposed to
be to form a ‘(cordon sanitaire” against the infection of
Bolshevism.
When these failed in their alleged duty,
the responsibility
of resistance
was thrown
upon
Poland; and with the failure of Poland the cry has gone
up from Mr. Churchill that it is now the duty of
Germanyto save Europe from anarchy. Apart from the
folly of depending upon such weak defences, it is plain
that persistence in such a policy is bound sooner or later
to attract
rather
than
repel
the movement
of
Bolshevism, if for no other reason than that every defence
surrendered adds strength to the oncoming tide, and
that in the end Western Europe will be compelled to
perform the duty it now seeks to cast upon others. In
short, Western Europe may find itself before long

forced to take up the struggle in which the interposed
“sanitaire” States have been driven to succumb.
In
that event, it is no less obvious that domestic “trouble
in the autumn” would be ill-advised and that, in fact,
the present decision of the Government to (‘teach
Labour a lesson ” would be postponed to a more
convenient season. The alternative, it seems, is beyond
the wit of Western Europe to conceive, namely, a policy
of defeating Bolshevism by constructive ideas. But if
Bolshevism is the thing it is declared to be, an infectious
and destructive social disease, no amount of “force”
will prevent it spreading wherever there is a soil in
which its germs naturally flourish. And who can doubt
that a particularly favourable soil is the present
condition
of industry as reflected in the: increasing difficulty
of the masses to live in comfort? It
is
here
that
Bolshevism is most dangerous, because it is here that the
germs already exist. The financial control that- at this
moment is starving society in the midst of a potential
plenty is the most powerful ally of Lenin that he can
possibly desire; it does his best propaganda for him,
and can dispense with spies and pamphlets.
It follows
that the most effective “cordon sanitaire”
is a just
domestic policy, one that would at once reduce Prices
and increase the sort of Production that people actually
want. With
the Government
preferring
Force
to
Commonsense,and Labour of the: same mind, there appears,
however, little likelihood that Bolshevism will he
effectively
opposed.
***
Last week the “Nation” published two articles of
more importance, for once, than their writers realised.
One was entitled “The Revolt of the Consumer,” and
dealt with the observed phenomenon that the consumer
is beginning, not, as the “Nation” suggested, to spend
less, but to purchase less; and the other was entitled
“The Despair of the Middle Classes”
and described
how the present high level of prices threatened to reduce
the salariat to the status
of the proletariat.
The
importance of the common facts consists, however,
far less in their gross weight and bulk than in their
significance and tendency; for there is implied in them
the self-same phenomenon that has characterised
the
Bolshevist Revolution in Russia--namely,
a real and
effective hostility to the middle classes or bourgeoisie as
such. Lenin, it must be admitted, has a genius for
honesty and does not beat about the bush in defining his
aims. The bourgeoisie,
he says. must be reduced,
overwhelmed, if necessary, annihilated, its a preliminary to
the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
In Western Europe, however, and in our own country
particularly,
the reduction
to extinction
of
the
bourgeoisie(that is to say, the salariat) is being brought
about by subtler means than force and for a different
object than the dictatorship
of the proletariat.
It is
being brought about by financial means in the interests
of the dictatorship of Finance. Without pretending
to
know in every detail how the discrimination between
borrowers is actually effected by the banks, nominally
in pursuit of the Government’s policy of deflation by the
restriction of credit, it is clear from examples brought
to our knowledge that the discrimination
is being
exercised
primarily against the small owner, the
professional
and
the
salaried
classes. There is no difficulty, it
seems, in obtaining credit for the erection in the West
End of London of entirely superfluous new shops and
extensions,
on an Egyptian scale of architecture,
of
existing distributive businesses ; a walk round any West
End or wealthy residential district will convince the
observer that credit is unlimited in these directions.
But, for instance, the small publishing
business is
threatened with an immediate cessation of its bankingcredit ; and we have no doubt that other such businesses
are in a similar plight. It may be urged that all this
is perfectly innocent and that no policy is implied of
crushing
the bourgeoisie.
All we can say is that the

love is well dissembled, and that, in effect, it is “as if”
the same hand that controls Lenin were in control of
the financial policy of this country.
As our readers
know, we do not accuse the Jews as a race of intending
the break-up of civilisation; but the financial power, so
often associated with Jews, operates so infallibly to this
end that their intentions are really not in need of
discussion.’The plain fact is that, whatever the declared
intentions of the financial control may be, the effect of
its dictatorship
is to create “despair in the middle
classes” in this country exactly as a similar despair has
been produced in Russia. In short, as we see it, the
banks, whether knowingly
or
not, are allies
of
Bolshevism.
***
Col. Amery’s reply in the House of Commons last
week to a question by Mr. Swan was very interesting;
and its significance can scarcely be exaggerated.
Mr.
Swan had asked whether it was a fact that our financiers
had
refused
to issue
credit
to the Queensland
Government until guarantees had been given that the
Queensland Government (which, we may say, is a
LabourGovernment) would amend its policy in accordance
with the wishes of London bankers.
To this shattering
question, the mere suggestion
of which should be
enough to set Labour thinking furiously about Credit,
Colonel Amery replied that he did not think the matter
had gone so far as that; all, in fact, that the Banks
had done was to protest against a recent “Land Act
Amendment Act” of the Queensland
Government
on
the ground-but,
what, we may ask, does the ground
matter?
Be the ground good or bad, the fact remains
that
the supervising authority-in
short,
the
real
control-of Government policy in Queensland is not the
electorate, not the Courts of Law, not even the House
of Lords, but a group of anonymous London and other
bankers in control of “our” national credit. We have
no doubt whatever that it will be argued that our
bankers have a perfect right to withhold loans in cases
where they disapprove of the policy of the would-be
borrowers,
be these Labour Governments
or foreign
governments or individuals; and, on the whole, it will
be said, they can be trusted, in their own interests, to
exercise their discrimination with equity. But precisely
the same defence can be made and has often been made
of any dictatorship; and the only question to ask is
whether
a dictatorship
such
as financial
control
obviously implies; can safely be left to he exercised by a
small group of irresponsible persons of unknown origin
and affiliations. The case under discussion is eloquent
of the emptiness of “democratic government,”
even
when this is nominally Labour.
It is plain that the
Queensland Labour Government is no more “free” than
any nominally “capitalist”
Government.
While
its
policy is in accordance with the wishes of Finance,
there is naturally no opposition to it ; but let any Government,
Labour
or other, transgress
the rules laid down
by international Finance for its own aggrandisement,
and the guillotine is instantly brought down upon its
“credit”
or power to borrow. It can be understood
now with what confidence Mr. Pierpont Morgan could
declare that he did not mind what Government was in
power, provided he retained control of the national
credit.
Who controls world-credit controls the world.
***
We cannot pretend that our discussions of Credit
have as yet visibly perturbed the financial community;
but we think we are entitled to a share of the commission
on
the propagandist
advertisements
now
being
freely poured into the Press by the banks.
The “writeups” which accompany the advertisements are usually
more illuminating than the advertisements themselves ;
and, in the case of the “Daily News” last week, the
propaganda was, if anything, a little overdone. The
“City Editor” of the “Daily News” has long been of
the opinion not only that “deflation” by easy stages
was necessary in the interests of reduced prices [and

of increased production ?], but that the banks were
“patriotically”
sacrificing themselves in the attempt to
bring it about by restricting credit-in other words, by
forgoing the free issue of loans and the resulting
revenue of interest. That, we say, was the impression
conveyed to and by the “City Editor” of the “Daily
News.”
Writing
up the subject of the half-yearly
banking-returns last week, to the pleasant
accompaniment
of several columns
of bankers’ advertisements,
he
discovered, however, that if credits had been restricted
in one direction-we
already know which it was-they
had certainly not been restricted all round; for “in their
patriotic wish to assist the trade of the country,” the
banks had actually issued during the half-year double
the amount of credit issued during the previous halfyear. Was the “City Editor” of the “Daily News”
alarmed?
Did he consider that the fresh inflation, so
unexpected
to himself, would have evil consequences
upon Prices? Not at all. Whatever the hanks had done,
were doing, or were about to do, was of necessity right
and proper and patriotic.
If they continued to inflate
after assuring him that they were deflating,
it was
bemuse the patriotism of their attempts at deflation had
been superseded by the still greater patriotism of their
attempts to inflate. Deflation or inflation, it was all
the same glorious sacrifice on the part of the banks.
The banks could de no wrong.
There are historic
parallels, we feel sure, for the association of servility
with autocracy ; and the contention that “the King can
do no wrong” is the natural reaction of cowards to
every assertion
of dictatorship.
We have caught a
glimpse of the tyranny of Finance in its dealings with
the Queensland Labour Government . The implied claim
of the “Daily News” that Finance is always right is the
cocoa-essence of the responsive submission. Needless
to say, we attribute no interested motives to the “Daily
News” ; motives, once again, are not in question. The
fact is that finance exercises supreme control and that
the “Daily News” consents to it.
***
In view of the lamentations of our prophets that we
are now a poor country, it may be observed that the
“deposits”
in our banks amount
to nearly
1,600
millions, or more than double the pre-war amount. If only
as much credit were issued by the banks as deposits
received, the purchasing
power in active circulation
would thus be over 3,000 millions, since bank-loans do
not diminish the power of the depositors to “spend.”
But there is good reason to believe that the issues of
credit are vastly in excess of the sum of deposits.
In
fact, as we are told, there is no other limit to the
amount of credit (or purchasing power) issued than the
obligation
of the banks to pay “legal tender”
on
demand. That is how money is made.
THE FRIEND.
If e’er, in hardness of your heart,
You would not put your shoulder to the cross
Your fellow in his anguish bare
Mine was the loss.
If, careless of your speech, you gave
Hurt to some simple heart that warmed to you,
Or spurned a kindly proffered hand
That hurt I knew.
But if some secret good you wrought
Or joyfully among your peers you bared
Your sword, so right should triumph, then
Your joy I shared.
And when into the wilderness
Men drove you out and sought to smirch your name
With lying tale and censure vile
To you I came.
Laurels about your brows have giv’n
Dower of their hard-won glory to my own,
And if shame cloud you, shame shall be
D. R. GUTTERY.
Not yours alone.

East and West.
By Ramiro de Maeztu.
LET me sing the praise of London as the meeting-place
of men from all lands of the earth, and let the artist
claim that it is Paris, for, as I have already said that
the world of art is fiction, and this implies the
incompetenceof artists as judges of reality, and I was not
surprised when I saw some weeks ago the figure of
Mr. Rabindranath Tagore in Kensington Palace
Gardens,
where huge crowds had met in the hope of catching
a glimpse of‘ Mary Pickford-but
only very pleased,
for his presence made me understand part of his
success,
on seeing that Tagore,
in his long grey gown,
which adds to his great stature, and his brown velvet
turban, which accentuates the whiteness of his long
hair and beard, is mainly a good type of a prophet of
old, by which I do not mean to imply that there are
not in “Gitanjili” and others of his books some pages
worth translation into every language, although it is
preferable to read him in odd moments than at a sitting,
but it was certainly his great physical beauty that made
Englishmen
from India take notice
of him, and
incidentally of his writings, for Englishmen still prefer
a good face to a good book, and also the reason why
the wings of fame carried his name from the palms of
the Ganges to the pines of Stockholm, which is the
place where the money left by the inventor of dynamite
is distributed among the promoters
of Science, Art,
Literature and Peace.
And there is in London a society called the Union of
East and West, which gave a reception to welcome the
mystic and poet of Bengal, and to that society Tagore
said something good, and he said it with pomp and
circumstance, and it was that he had passed the first
fifty years of his life as a solitary shepherd in the plains,
“watching the silent stars, which never judge us or
discuss our deserts nor bestow rewards or praise,” and
that this isolation of his youth and maturity had
unfitted him to receive public applause with the grace
born of habit and security, but, “after all, honour, like
the tombstone,
is for the dead, while love, like
sunshine,is for the living, ’’ the sweetness of which sentence
makes it hard to realise that it was the same Tagore
who, on the following morning, to a reporter who
interviewedhim on his impressions of the welcome to
Mary Pickford
by the people of London,
said,
in effect;, that
the crowds
of India
met only
to see a man who possesses, in their judgment, the
sanctity of a spiritual life, that the people of Japan
were enthusiastic, above all, about Nature, and crowds
gathered to see the blossom of cherry-trees
in the
spring, that in ancient Greece the tribes assembled to
see the masterpieces of the theatre, to which he added
that he had always believed in the unconscious wisdom
of the masses and that it was very sad to be obliged to
acknowledge that the multitudes of London Town met
for the satisfaction of that which is only a passing
caprice and lacks permanent value.
The reason why this sermon fails to satisfy me, after
reflection, is that I fancy that Mr. Tagore is in the
position of other Orientals, who revenge themselves for
their political dependence on the West by imagining
that their temporal inferiority proceeds precisely from
their spiritual superiority, as we might confirm from an
analysis of the example he drew from ancient Greece,
for it is true that Hellas met to witness the performance
of the plays of AEschylus, Sophocles and
Euripides,
but she also did it to worship
the muscular
prowess of Milo of Crotona and the other Olympian
athletes, a thing which Mr. Tagore omits, and which
he is wrong in omitting, for in that he misunderstands
or will not understand that the essence of our Western
civilisation consists in being as physical as psychical,
in that even Plato said that the guardians
of our
Republic must be as much philosophers as warriors,
and it is a saying I am never tired of repeating, since

it seems to me that the warrior who is not a
philosopher
is a brute and not a man, while the philosopher
who is not a warrior is a ghost, and not a man either,
and that is why it is fitting that the people of London
should admire Douglas Fairbanks as a good horseman
and Mary Pickford as a sweet girl, although London
is not so far from Canterbury, where St. Anselm wove
the argument that we could not conceive God if He
did not exist, an argument which has been misunderstood
by humanist philosophers
for four centuries,
but
which lies at the basis of our present-day philosophy,
which says that we could not conceive the number 2
or a straight line if they did not exist somewhere, for
the nature of our own souls has nothing to do with
their nature, and as it is true that they do not exist in
what we call Nature in general, we have to conclude
that we find ourselves also in immediate touch with a
world which is not that of Nature, through
which
argument it is quite likely that the sons of the West
are on the eve of becoming as mystical as those of the
East, but much deeper,
and without
losing their
muscles, for we must not be unarmed prophets like
Savonarola or like Tagore if we wish to serve God with
efficiency, and not only with our good intentions.

The New

Spirit in Germany.
By Huntly Carter.

V.-DRAMA.
ALMOST at the beginning of my journey across Europe
I came across a copy of a modest German monthly,
“Freie Deutsche Buhne. ”
It contained a translation
of an article that had appeared in a recent issue of
the “Fortnightly
Review.” The article dealt with the
situation in the English Theatre and was designed to
show that there are more beautiful institutions than our
theatrical annexe to the Stock Exchange.
I was not
particularly interested to read about the sins of our
theatre.
I had read about them so often, and, what is
more, had experienced them till I was thoroughly sick.
What interested me was the keen attention bestowed
on the doings of our theatre by the Germans, and this
in spite of their unenviable condition.
I do not know
whether much or indeed anything of vital importance
on the German theatre during and since the war has
appeared in English newspapers
or journals, whether
in fact these sheets have done much beyond printing
articles on our food supply and presenting illuminated
addresses
to
“ personalities ”
with
whom
they
sympathised,
as the fashion
is with the English
Press
nowadays. But, if so, I have seen nothing but
some worthless notices of Reinhardt’s
new theatre,
which, strange so say, was allowed to leave Fleet
Street without a stain upon its size. This was one of
the reasons why I set out for Germany.
I wanted to
hear what the Germans had done to keep the theatre
going during
the war, especially
at times when
Germanywas in a hopeless condition, absolutely friendless,
suffering privations
that many persons
in England
have never even dreamt of.
I wanted to ascertain
whether they had kept up the really great tradition and
not allowed their Theatre to go mouldy, and what had
happened since the war ended.
Knowing so much about the German theatre, for I
wrote a book about it before the war began, I was
prepared for certain things. For one thing, I knew it
was not likely to follow the example of our war-time
theatre by falling under the control of the
Amalgamated
Society
of Drama
of the Dregs Suppliers,
and
there was not the slightest possibility of its having to
climb down and apologise for slandering life and clothing
itself
in
unspeakable
indecencies. But I was not
prepared
for the distinctly inspiriting
spectacle
it
presented.Looking at the German theatre in all its past
and present-day aspects, I saw very little indeed that

was not worthy of admiration
and emulation.
Not
only had this theatre maintained the best traditions
during the war, but it had emerged in a condition that
permitted the immediate pursuit of advance. And, in
my humble opinion, this maintenance of its dignity had
been largely due to a deep-rooted dramatic tendency
on the part of the German people.
Owing to this
tendency and to the wonderful organisation
of the
German Theatre itself, there was a serious side to the
Theatre’s
war-time activities. Good plays were given
and demanded by the public. Throughout my tour I
have made it a practice to collect lists of productions
given at the subsidised theatres. These lists would fill
a large book. They all tell the same tale. Throughout
the whole period of the war the greatest writers and
composers were drawn upon for the delectation (not
degradation) of a nation passing through its greatest
crisis. Shakespeare was honoured by being performed
hundreds of times.
He was simpIy kicked out of
England
by the aforesaid
powerful association
of
theatrical
lavatory scavengers.
I do not mean to say
that all sides of the German Theatre were above
criticism. Of course, there were privately owned and
managed theatres that indulged
in profiteering
and
produced erotic plays.
Particularly during the last
year or two of the war, and no doubt owing to the
demoralisation
which I have already described,
a
strong erotic tendency was manifested. Wedekind’s
sexual filth was a great financial success. One of his
plays ran for many months ; and another, ‘‘Franziska, ”
had been running for some time at the Tribune Theatre,
Berlin, when I visited that place.
At Reinhardt’s
’Theatre the excessively erotic “ Box of Pandora” was
given 300 times. Then there were the erotic dialogue,
dress, and action of certain musical comedies like the
“Balnacht”
at the Komischer Oper, which has had
several hundred performances. The
fact
remains,
however,there was no syndicalisation of the theatre as in
England.
Everything was done, and very
successfully,
to keep the best end up. For the first two months
of the war the Theatre lost its balance under a strong
wave of patriotism.
But it recovered it as the wave
was swept away, and it resumed its normal course.
So that the entertainments,
instead of following the
English ones in exploiting the war-time moods of the
public as they appeared in turn, fell into two divisions :
(1) plays of a serious character, presented in the State
theatres and in certain private theatres, and (2) plays
of a lighter and more erotic character, presented by
privately owned and profit-making theatres.
To-day
the latter houses have an additional attraction
in
sensationalnaked dancers.
On the whole, the German
war-time theatre was a much better affair than our own.
It kept its head. It did not exhibit the bitterness and
insane animosity of the English Theatre.
Hymns of
Hate and spy plays were not a prominent feature.
International authors were not banned, and plays by
Moliere, Shakespeare,
and Mr. Bernard Shaw were
frequently presented without
causing
a nation-wide
riot.
The same note of approval may he bestowed on the
doings of the German Theatre since the Armistice.
If
everything that has come out of the Theatre during
that period was not good, there was certainly a very
great deal that merits applause. For one thing, the
Revolution has strongly influenced some of the responsible
writers engaged in it, just as it has stirred up
painters
and sculptors. So that. of late, writers like
Walter Hasenclever have come forward to develop a
strong humanistic and communistic expression of the
breaking-up of the old elements of German society in
order to attain a newer and stronger union.
Then
theatres
for revolutionary
plays, like the Tribune at
Berlin, are springing up no doubt to encourage the
present strong leaning towards anti-military plays. In
complete harmony with this popular movement is the
spread of the People’s Theatre movement, shown in

the growth
of popular theatres
and the increasing
interest taken by the people in the organisation
and
management
of their
own places of entertainment.
To-daythere are a vast number of Volkstheater scattered
throughout
Germany, some of them like the
Volksbuhne
at
Berlin
really magnificent
structures,
and
all
testifying
to the fact that the true dramatic instinct
is very much alive in Germany. Even the smallest
village in Germany has a playhouse, where a repertory
of first-class plays is constantly given. The most our
villages can boast of are public-houses with bad beer.
Side by side with the people putting on their own
entertainments, there is the State and Municipality helping
to
dot
the
German
theatrical
landscape
with
productions that make the mouth water. Shakespeare
is
played everywhere, even in the remotest hamlet, and
in tip-top fashion. Mr. Bernard Shaw’s plays jostle
each other on the theatrical greens like common golfers.
Strauss appears at every turn, with his large and varied
stock of musical novelties.
And so on. Great authors
are so numerous and cheap (in a sense) that one simply
gets ill with a surfeit of quality.
It is the same with the reform of the Theatre.
Germanyappears to have appropriated all the formative
ideas
and to be busy applying
them.
Theatre
architectureis taking an amazing form under the touch of
Eric Mendelsohn, Poelzig, and Bruno Taut. New and
original decorators are being encouraged to enter the
theatre not only by managers who make a speciality
of this sort of thing, but by the National Theatre.
One of the most daring productions of Shakespeare’s
“Much Ado About Nothing” has just been given under
the National Theatre direction at Munich. The decorations
were
by
the
painter
Fritz
Schaefler, and from
what I remember of them were not only
uncommonly
brilliant
in form
and colour, but were designed
to be realised by means of a floating coloured
atmosphere.
The aim
of the production
was
to extract
as
much of the spirit of mirth from the play as possible.
It is something
new to find the conventionalised
theatres appropriating ground hitherto taken over by
and reserved to acknowledged reformers like Dumont
and Lindemann
of the Dusseldorf Schauspielhaus
and
Max Reinhardt.
Of course, the latter is not marking
time.
He has taken up his abode, as it were, in his
big theatre, where his experiments in extracting
the,
greatest amount of dramatic feeling from masterpieces
is followed nightly by an immense concourse of spectators
who doubtless
desire
to
become
muscular
and
vigorous under the process. For it is really a strenuous
and great game watching dramatic events pass in the
arena of the Grosses Schauspielhaus, to say nothing
of the strain put upon one (especially if one happens
to be a fat person) in sprinting for one’s seat down
endless corridors
and across immense
spaces.
In
additionto this, if one happens to be badly seated at the
side of the arena, there is the effort required to peer
across a sea of heads in order to catch glimpses of odd
bits of the performance taking place in the acute angle
of the stage and the arena left in the possession of your
sight-line.
All this means that Max Reinhardt’s big
theatre is not perfect, though it has advantages over
the conventional form of theatre. I certainly saw more
of the actors in “Orestes” than I have ever done in a
performance of the play in an English theatre.
The
crowds in the vast arena were much freer and more
natural,
and the faults of ensemble acting were done
away with. But all its attractions have not changed
my belief that the day of the big theatre is over, like
that of the crowned heads of Europe. To my mind
there was far more effect obtained by the production
of
“Mann”
by
the
Sturmbuhne
(Theater
der
Expressionisten)at the Kammerspiele Theatre one Sunday
morning.
The ingredients were just a tiny intimate
theatre, two plastic figures and a curtain.
Form,
colour, movement and suggestion did things on a small
scale that could not possibly be done on a big one.

And where, it will be inquired, is the new spirit in all
this?
The reply is that it is to be found in the
individualisation-or
socialistic individualisation-of
the
German Theatre.
Before the war Max Reinhardt’s
theatre was the melting-pot of ideas from all countries.
Germany has no longer money to invest in any
concernsbut its own. So it is melting its own theatrical
cheque and a new currency is emerging like the Munich
National
‘Theatre Shakespearean
production. This, at
any rate, is Much Ado About Something.

Credit-Power

and

Democracy.

By Major C. H. Douglas.
XIII.
IN a previous book (Economic Democracy)
it was
emphasised that no financial system in itself could affect
concrete facts, and this statement may be carried a
little further by saying that what such a system can
affect is the psychology by which concrete facts are
eventually
materialised.
For instance, it cannot be
said with accuracy that the currency credit system
actually wastes energy; but it is just as certain as
anything can possibly be certain that the psychology of
sabotage, which is the apotheosis
of waste, is the
direct outcome of the concentrated control of credit
and of almost nothing else, a concentration resulting
from the currency basis of credit.
Though the foregoing distinction
may appear
to
savour of hair-splitting
it is nevertheless
of vital
importance, as a consideration of the proposals of what
may be termed the producer-credit-control
school, well
represented by Mr. Arthur Kitson, will make clear.
Mr. Kitson, and, more recently, Sir Oswald Stoll,
have, amongst others, done most valuable service to a
better industrial society both by courageously
attacking
the gold-standard
fraud,
and
more generally
by
directing the attention of, firstly, manufacturers,
and
latterly,
the general
public,
to the overwhelming
importance of the money problem. With the destructive
portion of their propaganda it is on the whole impossible
for any fair-minded individual
to disagree,
and it
is a thousand pities that anyone still under
the
dominion of the “Employer v. Labour” theory
of
industrial unrest (if there be any such) should fail to
make himself acquainted with the helplessness of the
co-called capitalist
when faced
with an arbitrary
restriction of credit by one of the groups controlling it.
But it is interesting to notice how the obsession of
“work for its own sake” has held both of these gentlemen.
To
them,
production,
any
sort
of production
which “makes money,” is wealth, and you cannot have
too much of it; and seeing quite accurately that their
constructive proposals would, if carried out, enormously
increase “employment, ” it is clear that no misgiving
alloys their vision of an earth packed solid with the
most modern and highly efficient factories, pouring out
massed production into limitless space.
For the benefit of those who may be unfamiliar with
the details of the proposals put forward by this group,
they may be briefly summarised as providing for the
discounting of bills of exchange, on demand and as of
right, by banks, in favour of manufacturers,
and the
retention of the Treasury note and its expansion in
quantity of issue to meet currency demands. Where,
of course, such a scheme is an immense advance on
present financial methods is that it makes the producer
independent of the financier, because it gives him
controlof credit-issue.
But it also makes him independent
of the public, because it leaves him in control of prices,
which are the negative
aspect
of credit.
The
manufacturerwould then be absolute Lord of the Earth,
since he would have the whole credit system in his
hands.
It may be said that this is mere assertion, but
an analysis of the sequence of events will serve to
demonstrate
the contention.

A manufacturer under such conditions would obtain
an order for goods from a source having effective
demand-i.e.,
the money to pay for them. He would
draw a bill on his customer for payment of the whole
or part of the sum in, say, three months, and the
customerwould accept it. The manufacturer
would take
this bill to the batik and the bank would automatically
treat it, less a commission, as money--i.e., would give
him
an overdraft--a
creation
of credit-for
that
amount or some recognised fraction of it. This new
purchasing-power
would be effective
in the market
before the goods, even if these were for ultimate
consumption. If the goods were intermediate products
they would never become effective as such in the
individual consumer’s
market.
Prices
under
such
conditionswould be equal to:
Purchasing power (ex-capital
uItimate
production)
Consumable

production

+

goods

and we should enter into the manufacturers’ paradise
and the consumers’ purgatory-an
era
of constantly
soaring prices and continuous deprecation
of currency.
Now, without in the very least aspersing the motives
of the progenitors of such a programme, it is quite
possible that
they regard
such an outcome
with
equanimity. It is quite possible and even sensible to hope
that at any rate there would be more goods to go round,
but such a hope would be based on only a superficial
comprehension of the facts. More and more the great
masses of mankind would be employed in making
things they did not want and could not use, in order
to earn money to meet the constant rise in prices, and
as a result the system would create quite inevitably a
psychology of unrest : no wage rates would be stable
and no leisure would be possible.
It is not usually wise to prophesy in terms of time,
Gut it is safe to say that, even if such a policy could
be inaugurated, it could not last three years. Passing
rapidly through
a period of feverish activity and
excessive capital and export production, a position would
be reached in which misdirection of production and
actual restriction of output of consumable goods would
provoke either war or absolute revolt, active or passive,
with the result that co-operative production would fall
to zero, and either a military despotism or a reversion
to comparative barbarism would supervene.
Let it be emphasised once again that the root of this
difficulty is fundamental-it
lies in assuming that the
individual should serve industry rather
than
that
industry should serve the individual. There
is
no
suggestion intended in the foregoing pages that any
restriction whatever should be placed in the way of
anyone who wishes to make a new machine or devise
a new process, or that he should he hindered in so
doing-very
much to the contrary. The materialisation
of the proposals
for consumer-control
of
credit
would make it far easier than it is now to experiment
with any idea, however apparently wild it might appear
at first sight. What
they
would
prevent
is the
manufacturefor sale, at the expense of the public, of
armaments, machinery,
factories, “luxuries,”
shoddy
articles, etc., without the public as individuals having
any opportunity to express an opinion as to whether
such articles are or are not a fit object on which to
expend the capacity of the community to deliver goods
and services--i.e.,
its credit.
In other words, and more concretely persons who
wished to avail themselves
of the facilities which
enable them to so use the public credit as to sell “below
cost” would only be able to do so after obtaining the
necessary decision that their product is in the public
interest.
No definition of the public interest is either
necessary or desirable-it
is quite sufficient that public
agreement is obtained in the matter without depriving
minorities of the opportunity of proving the majority
wrong.

It will be observed that there is no conflict of opinion
between the producer-control
and the consumer-control
ideas of credit-issue as to the fact that an enormously
increased use of credit facilities is the only radical
solution of the present difficulties; and it is a curious
phenomenon that large numbers of intelligent people
who can see this quite plainly, cannot see that it is just
as feasible to issue this credit to the consumer by selling
“below cost,” as it is to issue it to the producer by
anticipating
payment, In both cases it is public credit
which is used, but in the first place the credit is issued
with the goods instead of in advance of unspecified
production. The public is co-extensive with the consumer
and while it is quite possible that it is, in a very broad
sense, co-extensive with the producer, we shall only
arrive at that conclusion when we refuse to allow
financiers on the one hand, and Labour fanatics on the
other, to arrogate to themselves the right to define
production as something having an immediate money
value.
And so we arrive at the same position as that reached
in the consideration of various Socialistic proposalswe are confronted by the fundamental alternatives of
freedom and authority.
But it should be possible,
if the previous pages have conveyed the intention of
their writer, to see that these are not necessarily
alternatives at all-they are policies each fundamentally
“right” on its own plane of action. Self-expression
of
the individual is not only the certain eventual outcome
of these present discontents-it
is the only outcome
which will make possible a perfect voluntary discipline
in execution based on a faith amounting to knowledge
that thereby each private in the human army is fighting
the fight which concerns every man-freedom of
judgment,
movement,
influence,
and
work.
Because the material existence of humanity has a
basis of food, clothes, and shelter, a threat to these
things is no less menacing a threat to freedom than
that offered by a machine gun, and far more insidious.
No cool observer of world movements at this time can
doubt that, whether, as some would have us believe,
there is an active, conscious, conspiracy to enslave the
world, or whether, as is arguable, only blind forces are
at work to the same end, the danger is real and instant.
Parties which would appear superficially to be separated
by aims utterly divergent, such as, let us say, the
German military party and the Fabian section of the
British Labour Party, are found on close analysis to
have identical objectives-the
domination
of a system
over all effective individual dissent. In each case the
steps to the achievement of the end consist in depriving
the individual of economic independence either by vesting
physical control in the State (conscription)
or by
“Nationalising” through grinding taxation
or otherwise
the means of production, and abolishing all purchasing
power not issued, on terms, by the State.
The projected personnel,
of course, varies; some
sections prefer the Dictatorship of the Kaiser, some that
of M. Trotzky, some that of, say, a Ministry of Transport;
but a dictatorship of some sort or other seems to
be the aim of each.
Against this terror mere physical force is powerless,
itself it leads to that which it would destroy. But,
nevertheless, there is a weapon to hand-that
Faith,
that credit, based on the unity-in-diversity
of human
needs, which in sober truth has moved mountains;
without which the Panama Canal would never have
been cut, or the St. Lawrence spanned. Into the Temple
of this Faith the money-changers have entered ; and
only when they have been cast out shall we have Peace.
(Conclusion.)
[NOTE.--The scheme for giving. practical effect to the
principles elaborated in the foregoing articles will shortly
be published in these pages and will form the Appendix
of the reprint in book-form of the present series.]

Epistemology.
By Denis Saurat.
THE METAPHYSICIAN : Any modification of the Potential,
involved in the development of any individual, changes,
for all others, the sum of their possibilities, for the
Potential is common tu all. What is not expressed
belongs no more to one individual than to another.
The POET : The unconscious belongs to all.
It is
like a dark sea upon which lighted ships sail, and which
submits to no change except that imposed by each, as
it passes.
The
METAPHYSICIAN:
But each time a being wants
to draw its desires out of the Potential, it meets with
the resistance-or
the collaboration-of
all that
is
already expressed. And so beings perceive each other’s
actions.
The POET: In the same way, at night, in a fog, a
ship crossing the wake of another can know, by the
motions of the sea, the power, the speed, the distance
and the direction of the unknown passer-by.
The METAPHYSICIAN : Our senses are the powers that
translate
these impressions
into
the language
of
matter.
The PSYCHOLOGIST
: On our knowledge
of others.
Sources : our senses translate and register the
modifications
of
our
immediate
Potential.
Interpretation
:
our mind builds, for the explanation of those facts,
several systems of possibilities.
Our decision : we
choose one of those systems (here come in sureness
of intuition, precision of intellect, habits of thought,
chance).
Our test of the adopted hypothesis : we see
how things happen in us and whether the cause we
have singled out, working in us, would produce the
effect to be accounted for. Seeing that our mind is
in harmony and identity with the universe, this must
be our test of our judgments
of the universe.
Moreover,no other test is possible, as, directly, we only
know ourselves. And as we are part of the universe,
its laws work in us and are discoverable in us.
No
one can judge except of what he finds in himself. The
better anyone knows himself, the more outside things
he can know.
The METAPHYSICIAN: A being can find in himself,
more or less developed, all that there is in the world.
Other beings are only unknown parts of ourselves.
The POET: It is necessary, for our verification of
knowledge, for us to know the internal workings, the
“how things happen,” in another being ; in that being
in whom are developed desires complementary to ours,
and with whom creation is possible for us. Love is
therefore necessary for the intellect.
The PSYCHOLOGIST
: The essential error is to allow
our sentimental reaction to an external shock to be the
source of our beliefs ; to mistake impressions
(impressions
of
ourselves)
and
expressions (of ourselves or
others) for realities. This error is fatal and matural,
since the source of our knowledge is the variation of
our desire when the Potential varies.
Our senses
render us the immense service of representing reality
as external and different from us, thus partly saving
us from our personal impressions.
But
then
we
mistakethat expression for a reality.
The POET : On chronological epistemology : the
evolution of the senses : Millions of centuries of evolution,
through
the vegetable
and animal kingdoms,
must
have been necessary to build the powers of the senses.
Perhaps that is the function of those two kingdoms on
the earth. The individual had to learn, in the course
of immense periods: (I) that his feelings are not the
only things that exist;
(2) that an external world
exists, which he infers solely from his sensations ; (3)
that that world is independent,
and represents other
wills than his own; (4) to represent that world to
himself, by organising his sensations into consonant matter
(which does not properly exist in low organisms); (5)
to learn from others the invariable laws of matter

constituted by common accord in the course of mineral,
vegetable, and animal evolution. Plants exist only for
themselves; they are the only ipsolists. In the upward
course of animality, the individual perceives the existence
of others, and gets a more and more precise idea
of them.
Mistakes were often made and dearly paid for.
To
have an illusion about the outside world and to trust
to one’s feelings in regard to it was often to incur
death in the lower stages of life. That
necessitated
and created a belief in and certainty about the existence
of an external world which was immutable and regular.
Thus in the course of evolution, the individual
necessarily
lost the feeling that his senses created the
outside
world, and accustomed himself to regard them as
mere registers. In this way, internal feeling, the only
thing at first, the chief thing afterwards, tended to
become a secondary thing at last ; the individual learnt
to consider that the variations of his internal feelings
were important only as symptoms of outside changes.
Thus was the language of matter gradually built up :
an organisation into fixed laws of the individual’s sensations
derived
from
external
phenomena.
What
is
important to a being is not that he is the creator of
that organisation, but that the organisation should he
efficient ; one that he can act upon without danger.
It
is also important that it should function as easily, as
automatically,
as rapidly,
and as unconsciously
as
possible : for those modes will be advantageous to him.
He needs his consciousness
for the intricate problem,
how to act, once he has truly represented the outside
world. Consequently all consciousness of the working
of the senses tends to disappear in the course of evolution;
for every belief (or remembrance)
that
we can
build the world as we like brings swift retribution and
suffering.
The PSYCHOLOGIST: Reason is an attempt to adjust
some perception with the rest of our culture. Hence
its absurdities when the culture is insufficient, even
when the first intuition is true. Many people have true
opinions that have no right to them, for they justify
them by absurd reasons.
The
METAPHYSICIAN: Matter is a language, but
matter is a reality : it exists such that we can perceive
it, in the being of others, which embraces the universe
as a whole. It is an arrangement of primordial
vibrations
which are the elementary stuff of which all beings
are made. The resistances we meet in our action upon
the Potential are vibrations; they are matter; they are
the rhythm in which other beings express themselves.
The POET: On fear as an example of the working
of the language of matter. The physical impression :
trembling and heart-beating precedes the panic. One
thinks, I am going to be frightened. But the physical
impression is not the cause of the moral one : it can
be resisted (as Turenne resisted it) and need not be
followed by terror. Sometimes it happens when no
physical cause can produce it: a man used to gun
practice trembles when he first hears real guns in war.
There takes place, therefore-and
it is a general
process for all perception-(1) a perception by the being,
through the Potential, that something threatens him ;
(2) an immediate representation of it in his body : the
being, to be able to judge of the fact, interprets it into
his language, and It is only then that: he becomes
conscious of it--when he has expressed it; so that what
is seen first is the immediate fact ; (3) a decision
whether or not there is occasion to fear. Even when
the decision is negative,
the trembling sometimes
continueswhile the danger lasts. The trembling is the
representation of the danger, not of the fear.
But
some are strong enough to stop it, since it has become
unnecessary.
The PSYCHOLOGIST:
The actions
of other beings
towards us are determined
by their opinion of us.
They thus modify the Potential They give us a false
personality : they make our action easier in one

direction:they call for that action of ours which is appropriate
to the character they have imposed upon us, and
draw us towards it ; and all the forces of the convention
drive us on. Then we act, not according to our desires,
but in response to the opinions and the needs of others.
Hence the place in our life of actions independent of
our essential desires. Many people express very little
their peculiar desires : they have neither the time nor
the choice. Thus the world draws each of us into a
profession.
Few are strong enough to resist at all,
and the strongest resist but little.
The POET: We may do what the appeal of others
makes us do and yet in the act express some of our
own desires---in the way in which we do it. We call
thus express our desire for order, for asceticism, for
self-mastery,
by cultivating the conscious desires that
awaken in us when any action is involved.

Drama,
By John Francis Hope.
A NEW author is usually pleased to get a production by
one of the Sunday societies, but Mr. Noel Coward has
been luckier than that. Miss Mary Moore presents his
light comedy, “I’ll Leave It To You,” at the New
Theatre, with that fine actor, Mr. Holman Clark, and
the delightful Miss Kate Cutler playing lead, and really
considerable youngsters
like Muriel Pope and Stella
Jesse in the cast. The play is produced by Stanley Bell,
the man who produced Ainley’s “ Julius Caesar”-and,
altogether, Mr. Coward, who plays in it himself, has
every reason to consider himself a very lucky young
man. We have heard so many of the legends of
unrecognised genius, of unsympathetic managers, and so
on, that it is positively cheering to find Lady Wyndham
backing
her fancy
so handsomely;
everything
that
production can do for a play has been done, and although
there are undoubted longeurs, it has some delightful
passages which provoke unaffected laughter. When I
saw it, a schoolboy sat with his family in a box, and the
heartiness
of his laughter
was a tribute to the
unsophisticated humour of Mr. Coward. It “got home’’
on young and old alike, and there are passages which,
even in retrospect, retain their comic flavour. Uncle
Daniel explaining that his mine is really a mixed mine,
from which they get gold, silver, tin, copper, salt-in
fact, they never know what they are going to get from
it, it is such a conjurer’s hat of a mine-the unaffected
humour of the passage pleases me still. Indeed, it is
chiefly in his writing of monologues (and some of them
are longer than
Mr. Tearle’s in “The Garden
of
Allah”) that Mr. Coward reveals his comic power; at
present, he can only make “feeders” of the other parts.
But I could wish that‘ he were not playing in it
himself; there are things that he ought to see from the
front.
He begins, as so many helpless dramatists
begin, with a scene between three girls and their
brother, and for quite five minutes he does not get a
laugh.
None of them, not even the author himself, has
power enough yet to “put anything across”; one could
hear what were intended to be jokes falling very flat.
Moreover, I have remarked it before, that more than
two women on the stage without a man become abominably
feminine; “they jig, they amble, they lisp,
and
nick-name
God’s creatures.”
Why it should be so I
don’t know; but it is a fact that I am continually
observing. The very timbre of the voice alters, they
manifest a marked tendency to gabble, they lisp abominably,
the voice carries perhaps on one word and for the
rest of the sentence mumbles or squeals indistinctly.
Not until Miss Kate Cutler appears does anyone begin
to talk, and that five minutes of tedium makes a great
strain on one’s forbearance.
With her entry things begin to liven up. Miss Cutler
is not only audible, she is a personality and an
accomplished
actress.
From the moment that she says:

“We’re ruined” : with a sort of childish glee in a new
experience,
as though it were a fact of supreme
interest to children like the coming of the cuckoo in
spring, we are in touch with a delightful comedic
conception. She is as privileged a character as the idiot
used to be among the ancients, and has no more
relationto reality than he had ; what she does, is sheer
delight without any arriere pensee. When she calls for
her knitting, and gravely explains that she began it at
the beginning of the war, and doesn’t know when it
will be finished, and begins knitting at about the
seventh row, calls up the butler to ask how many
stitches there are in a row, and all the time is getting
herself into an inextricable tangle with the wool, yards
upon yards of which are floating around trying to
encircle unwary people-the whole scene is not merely
It is
“good business,”
it is perfect characterisation.
certainly quite as funny as her extraordinary struggle
with the “Times” at the breakfast table, acres of which
float around her as she tries to read. I do not remember
ever having seen comic “business”
done with such
sang-froid,
and
without
holding
up
the
play.
Everybody
accepts her and her ways as quite in the ordinary
course of Nature-and
we have our laugh at her
withoutderision or contempt.
It is a performance that
ought to attract all those people who want a good
laugh ; it is irresistibly funny, without losing style.
But Mr. Coward does not only provide opportunities
for Miss Kate Cutler to develop : he is playing with an
idea of prestige suggestion.
“Ruin”
to her means
a year, which would certainly
not go far with
such a mother, and five such children; besides, as she
says, “there are taxes, and things”
(this flash of
sanity she owes to her lawyer) which would materially
reduce her income.
But she relies on her brother
Daniel (who must be a very rich man, because he is a
bachelor) to pull her through; and in a long, far too
long, monologue (which only Mr. Holman Clark’s skill
saved from becoming tedious), he announces that he
intends to leave his vast wealth to the one who ‘‘makes
good” in the task of getting his or her own living.
He suggests possible careers, and in response to the
question, “How are they to begin?” replies : “I leave
it to you.”
They do “make good”; and in the second act each
of them comes to him, and suggests that, as he or she
is doing so well, he should not consider himself bound
by the pledge given in confidence to each one of them,
but should leave his money to some other one. This
use of the technique of repetition spoils a quite good
idea; I complained of it in Gogol’s “The Government
Inspector,”
it
made
that
maudlin
play,
“Little
Women,”
impossible.
It is a technique that is valid,
let us say, in Scotland, where people are supposed to
be slow in seeing a joke, or in politics, where speakers
are slow in inventing jokes. On the stage, or, at least,
with a West-End audience, we tire of it long before the
last one appears; and, in this case, it makes the second
act intolerably long, nearly fifty minutes. The whole
deception is exploded by the son who composes
sentimentalsongs proposing to a flapper with a mercenary
mind (the fact that the character is not a likable one
does not diminish my admiration for the actress, Miss
Esme Wynne), and urging his “prospects. ” Uncle
Daniel has told him, in confidence, that he is the real
heir, he tells her in confidence, and she tells the younger
sister also in confidence.
Uncle Daniel is exposed;
and when he confesses that he is neither a rich man nor
a sick man, their wrath explodes. As he can neither
die nor leave them any money, and in their first
reaction from the discovery of his deception, they are not
satisfied with the results of their own achievements,
which he inspired, he takes up his residence at the inn.
This leaves the way clear for a really delightful
family breakfast
scene,
with
Miss
Kate
Cutler
struggling
with
the “Times”
while
the children

struggle with their tempers and one another.
The
unaffected domesticity of the scene showed us that “there
is no place like home,” and Miss Cutler’s absorption
in the nine square inches of “Times” that she had at
last secured in position for reading enabled us to see
what home could be without a mother.
She asserts
herself sufficiently to send to the inn and bring her
brother back, and leaves the children to break the plates
and upset the coffee while she extends her knowledge of
the world as revealed by the Northcliffe Press. Daniel’s
lonely breakfast is interrupted
by another “repetition”
scene, this time of apology; and as he swallows the
last mushroom
all is forgiven.
The butler brings him
a telegram announcing that gold has been discovered in
a mine of which he is a share-holder, and he confesses
in an aside that he sent the telegram to himself.
The play is really amusing both in its idea and its
dialogue; its tediousness is due to faults of construction.
Mr.
Coward gives
all his good things
to the
mother and the uncle; the family are too near his own
age to enable him to see clearly their possibilities as
character studies.
Sylvia, after she became a filmactress, for example, might reasonably be expected to
show characteristics
which would distinguish her from
herself in the first act-and
so with the rest, they
would have grown up suddenly. But these are things
that Mr. Coward has probably seen for himself, and
will rectify in his next play; as it is, we have to thank
him for giving Mr. Holman Clark and Miss Kate
Cutler opportunities for really delightful work, and Lady
Wyndham for giving a very young author the chance
of improving his craft in the technique of the stage. He
is a very promising comedian.

We

Nietzscheans.
By Dr. Oscar Levy.

“Cet animal est tres mechant
Quand on l’attaque, il se defend. . . .”
I.
I HAD a surprise the other day.
I had paid a visit
to my able and amiable publisher, Mr. T. N. Foulis,
and was informed by him that nearly the whole of the
18 volumes of my Nietzsche Edition were exhausted,
and that American orders had come in, which made a
speedy reprint of the “Complete Works”
an urgent
necessity.
This, of course, was not the surprise, nor
was I surprised at Mr. Foulis’ amiability, which was
certainly not due to the circumstances : he, the exception
amongst
his guild, would have received me well
under
all possible circumstances.
But
then
he
requested me to draw up a prospectus for the coming
reprints of an edition-and
it was here that I came
across an unexpected piece of news. For Mr. Foulis
insisted that in this prospectus I should prove and
state as emphatically
as possible that Nietzsche had
neither planned the Great War, nor had ever encouraged
the Germans to a military attack upon their
neighbours.
“Is that old myth not dead yet?”
I asked, with
a gasp (for I had not been in England for five years).
“Do the ravens of this lie still fly round the colossal
mountain
of contemporary
ignorance?”
“They
do,”
replied the publisher to his editor, who instantly let
his head
drop like Frederick Barbarossa
in the
Kyffhauser, though he, the Editor, unfortunately, could
not fall asleep, as did that lucky Emperor, for another
hundred years. . . . .
There is another observation which I have made since
my return to England-an observation, however, which
was not gathered from the great and credulous public,
but rather from that small and select crew which prides
itself upon a more intimate knowledge of literature.
On several occasions, and even in this highly
distinguished
organ,
I
have
heard
and
read
disparaging
views, not about that “monster” Nietzsche himself,
but about his “bumptious”
disciples in this country

and elsewhere. This is something quite new in the
history of the Nietzsche propaganda
in England.
I
am perhaps a better witness to the past of this
movement
than anyone else, and can easily distinguish two
other stages which have preceded this third attempt
upon the great philosophy. The first stage was, and
it always is, dead silence. The silence set in after the
failure of the first Nietzsche edition under Alexander
Tille in 1897 and lasted till 1907, when the “Revival
of Aristocracy” (a book I am none too proud of to-day)
appeared
and
was instantly,
though unfavourably,
reviewed by such an eminent critic as Mr. G. K. Chesterton.
There was even an attempt at slaughter by some
less eminent book-butchers--attempts,
however,
which
were, after the contempt of silence, nothing but an
agreeable change of atmosphere. The way for a new
Nietzsche edition was thus paved, and with the help
of some courageous friends-amongst
whom I should
first mention Mr. A. M. Ludovici, the gifted novelist
and author of “A Defence of Aristocracy,”
without
forgetting my two late lamented comrades, Thomas
Common and J.
M. Kennedy-the
edition of the
completeworks was launched and met with an instantaneous
success.
The climax of this success was reached
when the political propaganda took hold of this wrong
stick to stir up that nonconformist conscience, without
which neither this country nor America can ever hope
to wage a successful war.
No philosopher,
in the
whole history of philosophy, ever had a more gigantic
and gratis advertisement, and Mr. Foulis, the naturally
amiable man, became all smiles and amiability. “You
say Nietzsche did not make the war,” he said to me,
“I tell you that the war will make Nietzsche.”
And
so it did. But through the whole of this second stage
it was only Nietzsche who was attacked, while we, his
“misguided
followers,”
were
dismissed
with
a
contemptuous smile and a shrug of the shoulders. But
now all this has changed again and the third stage is
upon us.
Nietzsche is being appreciated
by many
eminent thinkers; he is, even on the testimony of some
Anglican Divines, a “great man,”
a man with “a
beautiful
vision,” a man “with a message if any one ever had
one.”
I have even had popular clergymen tell me that
they
frequently
quote
‘‘Thus
spake Zarathustra”
(without
mentioning Nietzsche) from the pulpit, and that they
find their audience delighted
with
the Christian
language of this so-called enemy of the Nazarene faith.
Nietzsche, so to say, has been swallowed (though by
no means digested) by the intelligentsia, but now, we,
the Nietzscheans, are accused of being the unbalanced
and unworthy disciples of a great and dignified master.
“What
do they
know
of Nietzsche
who
only
Nietzscheans
know?” wrote the other day one of your worthy
contributors in this paper. . . . . “But what would they
know here of Nietzsche,
if it were not for the
Nietzscheans?”
Does your correspondent thing that it was a
small piece of work to get a hearing- for a Dionysian
philosopher in the midst of a Puritan country? Does
he think that a band of puffed-up and self-styled supermen could have succeeded in fighting and in winning
one of the most arduous fights in modern literary
history? Has he an idea of the struggle of these few
outsiders, these few artists, journalists and doctors-who had to face the hostile phalanx of priests,
professors, philosophers and petticoats ; a phalanx, that,
united on this subject, though differing about
everything
else, fanatically barred the way to any airing of
their mediaeval tenements?
Yet I do not wish to dwell upon
all this, lest the
reproach of Nietzschean superciliousness
should
be
levelled, and this time rightly, at myself. I
must,
however,be allowed to come back to Mr. Foulis’ surprising
proposal, and try to elucidate the still clouded question
of Nietzsche’s guilt for the war. I will couple, with
this defence of Nietzsche an attack-an
attack upon
the real authors of the war, and likewise a defence-a defence of the Nietzscheans.
These
“ pseudo-

supermen,” I hope to prove, are not only innocent of
German militarism and aggressiveness,
but they have
even shown themselves impervious to the infection of
Germanisin
and fanaticism to which the non-German
world has succumbed since the so-called peace of 1919.
The World War, as your readers are well aware,
had, apart from its political causes, some deeper and
very substantial roots in most of the current ideas of
the age. Of these ideas three sets may be distinguished,
which distinctly made for war
(1) Nationalism, with
its
moral
haughtiness
and consequent
aggressive
attitude towards the foreigner. (2) Socialism, with its
ignorance of foreign affairs and its blind trust in the
leading
bourgeoisie.
(3) Pacificism, with its romantic
faith in the neighbour’s goodness and its wild hatred
when that faith was proved to be misplaced.
I know
of no other ideas which have swayed pre-war Europe
more completely than these three; so much so, that.
even now we can find one or the other, or even two
together, firmly fixed in nearly every head of our
contemporaries. Now these ideas, one and all, were
vehementlycombated and even blown to pieces by Friedrich
Nietzsche, who consequently cannot possibly have been
one of the intellectual authors of the war.
Who then made the war? The war,
it may be
conceded, started as an ordinary political war, as a war
for supremacy in Europe on the one hand and for the
balance of power on the other. But it was soon
afterwards
seen to change its nature, and it became a war of
ideas, of ideals, of tenets, of principles. Extraordinary
phrases began to poison that balmy summer air of 1914
-phrases
which have never been heard in any of the
European wars since the time of Napoleon. And even
the diatribes
against
Napoleon
seemed
a mere
complimentary
comment compared with out latter-day shower
of venom and abuse.
The parties concerned called
each
other
“Criminals,”
“Devils,”
“Pagans,”
"Lunatics,”
“Machiavellis,” “Immoral Monsters. ”
They
considered themselves snow-white angels, appointed by
Providence
to
fight
for
Right,
Justice,
Liberty,
Culture,Morality, in order to curb the Powers of Might,
of Evil, of Darkness, of Brute Force, of Militarism, and
Navalism. They fought this war to make the world “safe
for Democracy,”
to make it “the last of Wars,”
to
establish hereafter that Millennium of peace and Paradise
of brotherbood-the
League of Nations. But before all
that could be accomplished it was necessary that the
“sinner”
(that is to say the loser} should “repent,”
“ expiate his crime,” prove to the world that a “change
of mind” had actually taken place within his black and
“devilish” heart.
Surely there is a theological smell
about all this extraordinary
and mutual recrimination,
a smell of a bye-gone age, an age that at least we
thought to be bye-gone-of
the Middle Ages and its
squabbles between Church and Heretics? Surely there
is a mediaeval root in all this extraordinary hatred in
practice, and in all this high-falutin love in theory?
Has a passionate abuse, such as we have witnessed,
has an envenomed struggle such as we have observed,
ever been experienced outside the Wars of Religion?*
* The discovery that the Great War was at bottom a
War amongst Christians, was made by me as early as
1915. See my five dialogues “The German and the European"
in THE NEW AGE of June 24, July 22, August 26,
October 7, October 28, 1915. After revising the proof, I
have come across an article by Mr. C. Hagberg Wright
in the July number of the “Edinburgh Review,” which
likewise lays stress upon the intense religious fervour
which animated Germany during the war. “We can now
begin to understand,” thus Mr. Wright sums up his
case, “how it came about that, in these German men
assurance of their country’s victory was a form of their
faith in God. The higher values must win-theirs
were
the higher values-therefore
they must win : that was
their pathetic confidence. ” After five years’ nonsensical
talk about the “criminal” nature of the German, it was
a relief to come across this sober and intelligent
statement.
Mr. Wright judges from German publications
: I

But our age, it will be said, is a very irreligious one?
. . . . . That may be so-and the religion of the
Churches may be as good as dead, but what about the
religion of the masses, the faith of the herd, the
morality of whole peoples, irrespective of Church and
theology?
Surely, there never was a time which was
more morally obsessed than our own, and surely there
never was a war in which the moral bias was more
clearly demonstrated
to all impartial observers than
this
one.
Look at the Germans : their
moral
fanaticism
may
clearly
be
traced
to
their
philosophers from Kant to Hegel--to the philosophers
of that (very Christian) suppression
of the
Ego
and
of its subservience
to the
“ Moral State,”
which, according to Hegel, is “the representative
of
God” upon earth. Look at the Allies, who fought for
Right, Justice, Liberty, Equality and the Sovereignty
(self-determination)
of the peoples. But these are the
principles of the French Revolution-and
the French
Revolution,
as everybody knows nowadays,
was a
Christian revolution, based in its entirety upon the
German reformation,
which
latter
had overthrown
Papal authority and had proclaimed the right of the
individual conscience.
Hence arose the two crusades
--equally holy both in the eyes of their enthusiastic.
performers.
Thus this war was a war amongst
Christians-a
war of the “Gott-mit-uns”
against
the
“Onward-Christian-soldiers”-a
war
with
which
an
Anti-Christian
philosopher,
a clean-minded pagan,
a
supernational thinker,
like Friedrich Nietzsche,
could
not possibly have had any connection. And yet these
holy liars accused the one unholy and truthful man of
their age of being the author of their own pious
quarrels, of their own fanatical outbursts, of their own
moral delusions ! And both parties judged him alike;
while differing in all other points many Englishmen and
Germans (I have heard both talking during the war)
agreed upon this one subject-upon
the condemnation
of Friedrich Nietzsche.
“We must be just even to
our enemies,” an unctuous German professor said to
me a few months ago in Geneva, “butthey are right
about that Nietzsche of ours, who was and is perhaps
one of the most malignant influences of our age.”

Rural Walks,
By C. E. Bechhofer,
II-(continued.)
MEANWHILE, a propos of the brickyard, the new
owner told me how difficult he was finding the search
for labour. “The Government say they are going to
build a million new houses,” he said, “but I don’t
know how they are going to do it without bricks. and
we can’t make bricks without labour.”
I asked him
if he thought the Government unemployment grants
were holding workpeople back, as many employers say,
from taking work. But this, apparently, was not the
main point. “Who will come and work hard in a
brickyard when he can get, as one of the men who
used to work for me is now getting, three pounds and
more a week for doing odd jobs in the gas works?
Meanwhile, where are the bricks coming from? And
the houses?”
In a quarter of an hour I was back in Petersfield.
I put up at an inn which displayed a singularly pallid
can assure him that my personal observation absolutely
confirms his view. When I spoke to Germans about the
war, I have seen their blue eyes sparkle with. “holy”
rage. The Germans are a theological people, and all the
more so, as they are not conscious of it themselves. No
country could have gone through similar hardships
withouta sincere faith, which to Germany was brought via
Philosophy,
but
which
is
finally
derived
from
Christianity.
But what hail Nietzsche to do with
Christianity ? And what with Theology ? Why should
the pious patriots put the blame for the war upon him?
Is it because they require a lion to take away their sins
O. L.
and not the traditional lamb?

Red Lion for its sign. Going upstairs to my room I
came across another
large photograph
of Queen
Victoria on the stairs, and no sign of any more recent
monarch.
My room was, obviously enough, part of an
old house, for it had the eccentric shape and oldfashioned fireplace that used to make the interiors of
houses so pleasantly individual. After lunch I walked
up Petersfield’s main street in search
of a barber,
found one, the only one, and was shaved by the
proprietor’sdaughter.
He, meanwhile, told me that the
girl had learned to shave, not by trying her luck on
chance customers-that,
he said, would have driven
business away-but
by the invitation of gallant (using
the word in both its meanings) soldiers of the Canadian
Forces.
He asked me, who at first had been inclined
to demur at being attended by her, if I had ever had a
better shave, and I avowed that I had not.
I went on to an address I had been given at the
brickyard,
the house of one who was considered
particularly intimate with the Durman history. The house
was perhaps the biggest in Petersfield, very new, ugly
and pretentious.
The door was opened to me by a
young lady who went to see if her father was in. I
waited in the hall, which appalled me after the cosy
inns and cottages I had been visiting.
Everything
it contained was ugly ; little was useful and nothing
pleasing ; the atmosphere
of genteel discomfort was
stifling, and I was delighted to learn that the master
of the house was out and I was free to go away. In
such “good cow country,”
as the inhabitants
call
Petersfield, this offshoot of the city mode of life seemed
a needless offence. I went off to the simple and roomy
old dwelling in which Mr. Durman was said to live.
A man I met on the way assured me that Petersfield
“used to be a lively place afore de war. We had a
band den every Saturday evening up at de top. But
all de young chapses had to join up, and half of dem
have got killed.” He showed me a short cut to Mr.
Durman’s house, and in a few minutes I was knocking
at the door.
It was opened to me by a tall, pleasant spinster
whom I recognised from description as his cousin and
housekeeper.
I told her my errand and she showed
me in, saying in an agreeable voice that seemed somehow
to evade the old man’s deafness,
“Here
is a
gentleman come to claim relationship.”
She told me, at
the same time, that she did not think I should be able
to make him hear me; nobody but herself could. The
old gentleman received me with a smile and, standing
on a chair for all his eighty-six years, fetched down
a large family Bible from a cupboard well stocked with
books.
There were the inevitable volumes of the
Sussex countryside-the
Bible, Josephus, the Book of
Martyrs and others--and
a further selection that would
have done credit to many a poor scholar’s library. We
had a long talk. I found it possible to talk through
his deafness. Indeed, when I left him an hour later,
the housekeeper told me that no one had had so long
a talk with the old gentleinan for years. He could not
recall that any Miss Durman had married a Roberts
and gone up to London in the ’forties of last century,
but, as he told me, his grandfather had been three
times married, and my great-grandmother
might well
have been an aunt or cousin of his own. This
grandfather,
whose
old-style portrait
in top hat
and
white
smock he showed me, had been a relieving officer and
farmer at Priors Dean and East Meon, a few miles
from Petersburg,
while Mr. Durman’s
own father
came from East Meon and had been relieving officer
in his turn.
He showed me an old gazetteer
and
directory of Hampshire, which proved the accuracy of
his statements.
In 1859, when the book was issued,
an Amelia Durman was the tenant of Slade and Windmill
Farms at Priors Dean ; a William Durman was
relieving
officer, collector,
and registrar
at
East
Meon ;
while
Ebenezer
Durman
was relieving
officer and registrar
at Petersfield
itself.
Another

Durman,
it seemed, had set up as a
blacksmith
at Midhurst in Sussex, and his descendants
perhaps
are there to this day. On the back of the pictures
in the family Bible were tables of births, marriages and
deaths.
Female Durmans had married Hathaways and
Channons, and their families were dispersed throughout
the
country. The search for my great-grandmother
we gave up in despair, not for lack of material, but
because there was too much. After all it was
sufficient
to know whence she came, what sort of stock
she sprang from-and they were among the best of the
farming people of the district-and
to know that the
Durman family was not yet wholly extinct. I promised
myself for some future occasion the pleasure of a visit
to the smithy at Midhurst, and with this I gave up my
inquiry for the time being.
My aged host took me
into his garden, which backed on to the church. He
himself unaided kept it in good trim; he even pruned
his little vine himself, to the admiration of his
housekeeper.
It was
a delightful
house
and garden,
and
I
felt very proud of the Durmans when I had been shown
round. With many sincere compliments I went away,
and after a vain attempt to enter the church, which is
unkindly kept locked up against chance callers,
I
returned to my hotel.
At supper I met a gentleman from London. There is
little standoffshness
in a country inn, and we were
soon talking. I told him of my search for my relations
and he improved the occasion by a dissertation on the
possible origin of the name. “The name ‘Durman,’ ”
he said, “is probably a local form of the more
commonlyfound ‘Dorman,’ and the latter would seem to
have three possible derivations.
In the first place, it
may come from the Norman Chateau of Dormans and
have been brought to this country by the Norman
Conquerors.
”
“The Durmans were here before them,” I said.
“Secondly, it may be a corruption of ‘Dormant’ arid
mean ‘sleepy” from some remarkable trait or feat of
somnolence ascribed to a very early member of your
family. ”
“I deny the imputation,” said I, “the Durmans are
very wideawake. ”
“Thirdly, it may mean simply ‘Door-man,’ that is,
a man who guards and keeps the door, just as
‘Hayward’
means
‘Hay-ward’
or
hay-cllard.
”
“The Durmans,”
I said, “have never been either
respectors or excluders of persons.
I am not satisfied
with any of your explanations. No true Durman would
look at them. They remind me of the manuscript at
Oxford which refers
to a certain
Grecian
who
'journeyeddeffor kunnynge yn Egypte and in Syria, and
in everyche
lande
whereat
the
Venetians
hadd
planntedde maconry ; wynnynge entrance yn all lodges
of maconnes, he lernede muche’; and he brought the
craft of masonry into England.
His name, says the
manuscript, was Peter Gower. Wise and learned men
have decided that
‘Venetians’
in this context represents
‘Phoenicians,’ while ‘Peter Gower’ is just an Anglification
of
the
French
‘Pythagore,’
whom
you
will
recogniseas none other than the famous Pythagoras.
If
you can find me as good a Greek, ‘Venetian,’ or even
Latin derivation for the Durmans I may perhaps accept
it, but none of those you have so far put forward will
suit in the least.”
We were interrupted
by a prosperous,
red-faced
gentleman who was sitting at the other end of the table.
We three alone were left in the room, and he thundered
at us, “Will they sign?”
We could not at once
realise what he meant, and said so.
“I mean the
Germans,” he said ; “will they sign the Peace Treaty ?”
We expressed no opinions, and he emptied his mind at
us. “I say we shall have to go to Berlin,” he roared.
“ I always said so, and I say it again. We’ll have to
go to Berlin, or they’ll trick us yet. I’d give them
gee-up ! We’re not at the end of our troubles with

them yet, I’ll warrant you. And we’re not at the end
of our troubles here, gentlemen; no, not by a long
chalk. Take Labour ! You go on givin’ them all they
want, and they keep on askin’ for more. It’s human
nature, isn’t it? I’d do the same myself. Pah ! Fah ! !
And then there‘s the new minimum wage on the land.
Thirty-eight
shillings
and sixpence for an ordinary
labourer, gentlemen ; six and sixpence more
for
wagoners. What’s the result?
I ought to know.
I’m
a farmer and I’ve got five and twenty men of my own
working for me. What’s the result going to be?
I
know; and they know. They know they’ll be out of
work in the winter. And you’ve got to pay old men
just the same as young ones. Just the same; I mustn’t
pay them part wages. What’s the result?
I’ve got
three pa-tri-archs working for me ; they know they’ll
have to go, and they’ll lose their cottages, too, into
the bargain.
That’s what the new- minimum wage
on the land means, gentlemen.
Why, take this
nationalisation of the mines ! What does it mean?
If there’s to be any bettering for the miners, mark my
words, it’s the ratepayers will have to pay for it. That’s
what I say, and what I say I stick to. Why, the other
day a man says to me, he says : ‘You’re a Tory
Bolshevist,that’s what you are !’ What’s a Tory
Bolshevist,
I’d like to know?
Pah ! Good-night,
gentlemen."
Having
delivered
this
monologue
with
extraordinary vigour and passion, he threw his serviette
on the table, brushed the crumbs off his waistcoat, and
walked out of the room, stabbing himself with a toothpick.
The gentleman from London, who had, I guessed,
come to Petersfield on some legal business, proposed
a walk, and the two of us strolled out of the town by
pleasant footpaths.
Darkness began to fall.
In an
unfortunate moment I mentioned to him how not so
many years ago I was chased by an infuriated cow, to
the shattering of my nerves. He capped this with an
experience of his own with some horses in a field. I
told him how a St. Bernard dog of weak intellect and
jealous nature had once held me prisoner for a week
in a Russian country-house.
He told me of a nasty
affair he had had with an angry mountain-sheep.
We
were well launched into accounts of horrid experiences
with hostile animals.
No beast, however domestic,
seemed safe. Horses, bulls, cows, stags, dogs, goats,
even sheep-all
were dangerous. At the most creepy
part of our conversation we came to a stile which led
into a field with a herd of bullocks in it. They trotted
up in what appeared to us a belligerent manner. The
gentleman from London bravely climbed the stile while
I stood and trembled on the safe side. At
my
suggestion he threw a stone at the beasts, but they only
breathed very hard at us through their nostrils and
waved their sharp horns. My friend scrambled back
over the stile and, our blushes hidden by the failing
light, we fled from the field of bullocks and returned
to Petersfield by sundry by-paths, including a six-feet
drop over a culvert. Never in the history of civilisation
have men surrendered so completely to the superiority
of the brutes.
TO THE BELOVED.
O thou art like that fair and woodland weed
That is the prayer of love and not love’s song;
Still with saint odour blossoming summer-long,
Though so desired and sometime ravished ;
Wounding with sweetness when, as is her wont
(Horned with faint cold, and lined with warmest snows,
Decked with confessions delicate, of rose)
She tresseth the smart holly’s soldier front :
And her best sweetness is so rear’d above
That though with languid blossom she doth kiss
The spoiler’s lip, and those sunned cheeks of his,
The loveliest is still too fair for love :
And looking backward, how he sighs to leave
Those ghostly crowns, those far-seen lamps of eve!
RUTH PITTER.

Indiscretions; or, Une Revue de
Deux Mondes.
By Ezra Pound.
XI.
AND the infant Gargantua lay in his perambulator or
baby-carriage
(anglice : pram)
in
the back-yard
(anglice : garden) of 24 of 47th St., by the cellar doorway,
and above the cellar was the basement, and above
the basement was the first floor. And at the window
of the back parlour Amos Easton bulged from a small
stubby comfortable red plush easy-chair; and he tied
the end of his wife’s 20 sewing cotton to the stem of
large crimson strawberry
and lowered
it toward
Gargantua.
And this was to teach the infant Gargantua to look
about; to look “up” and to be ready for the benefits
of the gods, whether so whither they might come upon
him. And when he had devoured the Strawberry, the
No. 20 best sewing cotton was drawn up, and another
berry descended.
And at the end of the street jingled the small horsebells
of the Madison Avenue horse-cars, bobbing down
toward the white-washed tunnel, and beyond the car
line was the Express Company, and beyond that the
tracks from the “Grand Central,” invisible because of
the wall and the Express Company; and beyond that
was 596, Lexington Avenue-with
the cable cars.
And the infant Gargantua spoke the English tongue
and used syntax and eschewed the muliebria of diminutives.
And at the age of two years, less two months,
he gave a correct medical diagnosis of his ailments, to
the great amazement of old Dr. Dowling, who had
expected him to say “Goo-ah”
in response to his
(Dowling’s)
enquiries.
And at the age of two years and four months he
denounced Mary Beaton (in error) for wasting his talcum,
when she spilt the baking-powder
for the biscuits
(anglice : scones).
And at the age of two years and five months he said :
“Ma Easton is a steer.” Indeed,
both
he and his
praeprogenetrix had in their manners something of that
definition which Dante adumbrates in his ‘‘e come quel
che altra cura stringea,” or the “vuolse cosi cola,”
some implication that their acts and tendencies rested
upon the primal necessities
of anangke, and his
adjudgment was in this case presumably due to collision.
And at the age of two years and six months he was
taken to Newport €or the spring season, and at the age
of three years he was taken to the Farm with the
mansard slate roof with a cast-iron railing lifting its
stiff dentelation
about
it, where dwelt his great
grandfatherEzekiel, with Joel (his brother) and Thadeus,
the grandfather
of Gargantua.
And whither
came
Maria, mother of Hermione, and Albert, the uncle of
Euripides.
And Gargantua walked in the footsteps of
his great-grandfather Ezekiel, and he made for himself
a cane and leant heavily upon it in walking, in the
manner of his great-grandfather Ezekiel ; and he spent
as much time as possible in the large double kennel of
the sheep-dogs.
And the serpent appeared
early in his garden;
Venus in Sagittarius
blazing near the mid-heaven.
As a record of contemporary manners, only dubious
value can attach to a period when one’s powers of
observation,
such as they were, would seem to have
exhausted their results in the kinesis of mimicry and to
have left but the scantiest subjective record; and of
which period there seems to be no spoken tradition,
save that AIbert perferred the Episcopal (Church of
England) faith because “it interfered neither with a
man’s politics nor his religion” ; arid that when (quite
apart from any theological technicality) the inhabitants
of Chippewa Falls being of one but wholly inactive
mind, so that the Methodist minister and his family
were without sufficient provisions, he had driven the

farm wagon from door to door, until gathering
comestibles,
and delivering
same
to
the
parson,
he
had
added the cogent suggestion that he should now “get
out and earn an honest living.” Hermione found him
amusing.
I retain
a vague approbation,
possibly
ex-post facto and contracted from Hermione.
Joel also
I approved, holding in somewhat lower esteem my
direct antecedents
of their respective generations.
It was perhaps natural that Thadeus should have
seen
the grandiose
possibilities
of
farming
in
Wisconsin, without greatly considering the effect of 40
and even 60 degrees below the zero Fahrenheit upon
the ultimate products of the soil, and perhaps typical
of the religious genius of the American people that in
the year of our Lord 1888 there should have been a
widely disseminated
belief that cattle were in some
mysterious
way “better”
for having
their
horns
clipped ; and equally typical of the wonder-working
primordial Monos that Rip should be left to deal with
sixty sore-horned cows and a firm disinclination on
the part of farm hands to milk or to “monkey with”
the females of the genus bos in that condition. And
it was, in similar, natural that Thadeus should have
landed Rip in said circumstances with no very definite
understanding
as to what Rip should get out of it,
beyond the use of mansarded refuge (or rather such
parts as were not given over to tribal elders), and some
portion of the produce of the chill soil, and of course
the “vast possibilities. ”
Rip has never been able to give me a coherent
explanation of why people thought cows were “better”
with their horns cut off; but neither for the matter of
that is he able to explain why or how he knows the
exact fineness of silver by squinting through a glass
bottle. The bottle contains “silver solution” and one
drops in N4Xq or something of that sort and observes
a commotivity of the atoms, after which one writes
987 or 979 or 991, or possibly it is 897, 917, 884 on
a blackboard and picks up the next cylindrical and
vitreous encasement
of liquid.
I am by no means surprised that Rip should have
forsaken the vast possibilities of Wisconsin
for the
bare but more regular emoluments
of the Treasury
service.
This does not mean that Rip is, from the
years 1889 to the present, to be envisaged as a stately
or even rigid figure bearing a chapeau haute forme
and a good deal of manner,
as specified in His
Majesty’s
regulations.
I can with difficulty convey,
I shall be perhaps wholly unable to convey, the degree
in which it does not mean any of the objective
attributesof similar English situation. I record merely that
upon Rip’s ‘first visit to Europe
he visited His
Majesty’s Mint, and that His Majesty’s Mint seemed
perhaps a little surprised.
They had, perhaps, not
had a visitor; they may, for any objective affirmation
to the contrary,
have been prey to some vague
predisposition that they themselves were about to “be
had. ” Simply there was Rip, perfectly amiable, soft
hat, come sort of Government credentials; there was
also a lanky whey-faced
youth of
16, presence
unexplained save by consanguinity.
We did not on that occasion burrow into the vitals
of the institution. We did not “saunter”
and dodge
about among stamping presses, or try our strength on
apparently trifling but utterly unliftable sacks of gold
coin. There was none of that genial “You can have
it if you will carry it out,” with which the, I think,
$10,000 size used to be (treated.
Or it may have
been possibly the $10,000 which one could just lift and
the $20,000 which was so amiably and unavailingly
offered one by its guardian.
The individual assigned
to our recention
in the
highly English institution
seemed mainly concerned
with his own lofty demeanour or bearing
and but
vaguely implicated in the refinement, testing and coining
of
metals. He was there through no fault of his
own, or at least seemed to beg you (from an altitude)

to consider that however suspicious his own presence
might be, it was nothing, oh ! abysmally nothing, in
comparison
with the suspectibility
of your
own.
Natural selection has endowed perhaps
the British
official with another, a second pair of eyebrows, not
perhaps visible in the first sense, but like the spectral
planets discernible in their way, and raised, seeking a
precedent, possibly, in an upper and rarefied air.
And yet after 18 years of reflection and a certain
number of cosmopolitan contacts, I am still unable to
see that
that
chap
“had anything”
“on”
my
progenitor-which does not in the least mean to say that
I would not rather deal with six British Officials in
any
formal matter-say,
passports, or something
of
that sort-than
be subjected
to one encounter
with
equivalent representatives
of my own natal Republic.
(To be concluded.)

Views

and Reviews.

SPIRITUALISM-I.
THERE are certain matters concerning which an affectation
of judicial ignorance might produce valuable
results ; and the question : “What
Is Spiritualism?”
could, in the hands of a learned judge, be made the
means of eliciting some fundamental propositions
or
definitions.
Like so many people who have dabbled
in Spiritualism, and read much about it, I have come
to the conclusion that I do not know what it means;
and not even this symposium,“ which I think is the
most important symposium yet edited by Mr. Huntly
Carter, really helps me to make up my mind concerning
it.
In reply to his questionnaire,
Mr. Carter has
received contributions from many distinguished people
who have taken the subject seriously;
people like
G. R. S. Mead, George Russell (AE), Allen Upward,
Sir William Barrett,
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Prof.
Bergson, Mrs. Henry Sidgwick, Dr. Bernard
Bosanquet,
Mr. A. P. Sinnett,
are among
the contributorsand, of course, our old friends,
Father
Bernard
Vaughan, General Booth, Joseph McCabe, Dr. F. B.
Meyer, are among the company. But in spite of the
seriousness with which most of the contributors have
treated the subject, in spite of the interest aroused by
some of the contributions, I am no nearer conviction
than I was at the beginning.
I feel that the method
of the questionnaire is not the most suitable for such
an enquiry as this; Mr. Carter himself tells us that
people raised objections to the wording of the
questions,
and says, what is very true, that “no set of
questions would satisfy everybody.”
But a set of
questions on such a subject as this can do no more
than elicit opinions, and although, as I have said,
most of the opinions given in this volume are wellinformed and substantiated
to some extent by the
citation of facts, it is not so much opinion as certainty,
or at least definition, that people like myself really
want.
By the very nature of the case, these people
do not reply to one another; they only answer Mr.
Carter’s questions to the best of their ability. The
questions themselves plunge in medias res, when, as
I say, what we really want now is definition. It has
occurred to me that a more fruitful method would be
a real discussion of the subject; if, let us say, Sir
William Barrett were to write an essay outlining his
general argument, and citing what he considers are
the conclusive facts, and that essay were submitted to
another contributor,
who would either support it or
controvert it, and those essays were sent on to another
contributor, and so on, until, at last, a learned judge
were asked to read the lot and pronounce whether the
case were proven or not proven (giving his reasons
from the evidence before him), we should at least begin
to clear up the confusion.
I am not suggesting,
of
*“Spiritualism : Its Present-Day Meaning. A
Symposium."
Edited. by Huntly
Carter.
(Fisher
Unwin.
18s.
net .)

course, an unlimited number of contributors;
a wellselected twelve would provide enough material for a
judgment.
The method of the questionnaire does not
oblige anyone to tackle the real arguments, or grapple
with what is regarded as the conclusive evidence-and
until that is done, we get no more than a welter of
opinions and assertions.
I think that the subject is worth more than one article,
and, therefore, that it will be worth while to begin at
the beginning. First of all, I want to make it clear
that a belief in human survival of bodily death is not
professed
by
the Christian
Creeds;
the relevant
passagefrom the Apostles’ Creed is : “I believe in . . . .
the Resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting” :
from the Athanasian Creed:
“At whose coming all
men shall rise again with their bodies; and shall give
account for their own works” : from the Nicene Creed :
“I look for the Resurrection of the dead, and the life
of the world to come.”
In each of these cases, the
Resurrection is for the purposes of Judgment by Jesus
Christ. Whatever else may be confused, it is perfectly
clear that a belief in the survival of human personality,
or of the immortality of the soul, is not enjoined by the
Christian
creeds ; and Spiritualism,
therefore,
is
primarily an heresy.
The fact is worth remembering,
although I should be the last to place any undue
emphasis on it if Spiritualism were otherwise true or
intelligible; I mention it only to show that Spiritualism
is sui generis,
and must establish
its fundamental
proposition without any assistance from Christian belief.
That fundamental proposition
is that man is a
compoundof Soul and Body, the latter being subject to
decay and dissolution, the former not being so subject.
During what
we call life, Soul and Body are
associated; at death, they are separated; and the Soul
continues to exist apparently with all its memories,
all its powers, unimpaired,
perhaps
even enhanced
by its freedom from “material” associations.
It is
argued that this separability of Soul and Body can be
demonstrated
by what are called psychic phenomenaand that definite, positive proof of the survival of
human personality
has been given by these means.
But it is quite clear that unless one already holds the
belief in the survival of human personality, no evidence
can possibly prove it; if I do not believe that, for
example, my brother is still alive, somewhere,
somehow,
I cannot accept
any communication
of any kind
purporting to come from him as being really from him.
Dead men tell no tales, turn no tables; and the
supposedproof of human survival is only proof to those
who already. believe that the human personality does
survive bodily death. The so-called evidential value
of psychic phenomena does not exist; the phenomena
have to be interpreted in terms of the theory which
they are supposed to prove before their relevance to
the theory can be seen.
It is perfectly clear that the whole theory turns on
that postulate of the separability of Soul from Body,
and that postulate must be proven before we are
entitled to make the inference to the whole theory. First
of all, we really do require a definition of the terms
Soul and Body-but although
I have recently been
reading
a number
of definitions
that have been
attempted, they are mutually so contradictory and so
vitiated by the assumption of the point at issue as to
be useless.
If it is, as it seems supposed to be, a
separate entity resident in and operating through the
body, its presence ought to be demonstrable-but
the
facts as they present themselves reveal no such entity.
It is impossible, even, to determine what people mean
by the Soul; at one time, it seems to be vital activity;
at another time, emotional exaltation ; at another time,
intellectual ability; and at another time, the sense of
identity that is the basis of personality. But all these
are obviously states of an organism, and states of an
organism cannot exist apart from an organism.
This is a point on which the contributors really give

us no guidance at all. They argue for or against
Spiritualism, they tell us that it is true or not true,
valuable or worthless, helpful or harmful, but they
never descend to the very necessary work of definition.
They show us that Spiritualism is conquering Materialism,
that
Spiritualism
is
really
materialism, that the
Bible supports it, that the Bible is against it, that the
Church needs it, that the Church repudiates it, that it
is dangerous to sanity, that it is no more dangerous to
sanity than anything else in which the emotions are
engaged, that it has the future before it, that the
presentcraze is a last revival of a degrading superstition-Yes, No, and What do you think of this? We box the
compass of opinion, and of facts, admitted or
contested,
we get not a few; Mr. Carter even provides us
with a few “spirit” photographs; but, at the end. I
am no nearer a clear understanding of the fundamental
proposition
of Spiritualism.
The attempts either to
prove or disprove post-mortem existence without even
an attempt to agree on a definition of terms seem to
me to be hopeless; we not only do not get anywhere,
but we do not begin to move. Before we can accept
the Spiritualistic hypothesis as an explanation of what
we call death, it must be shown that it is capable of
explaining what we call life, and all the puzzles of the
seance-room are irrelevant until that has been
demonstrated.
The
so-called
psychic
phenomena
themselves
are phenomena of life, of incarnate and not discarnate
“spirits” ; without a medium there is no communication.
Soul and Body are not separable
even in the
seance-room-and
until we have decided what we mean
by Soul and Body, the statement that the medium is
controlled, or guided, or obsessed by a discarnate Spirit
is simply unintelligible.
A. E. R.

Review.
Salt. By Charles G. Norris. (Constable. 9s.)
The modern psychological novel, particularly
if it
has the educational bias, does not err on the side of
subtlety-and
Mr. Norris comes into the open near the
end with a plain duologue of denunciation of the American
schools
and
colleges. He demands education for
life, and not education for the higher life, or life among
the upper circles. It is true almost to truism that it
is the most promising, the most sensitive, children who
suffer; if Griffith Adams had been one of a large family
whose parents had some talent for family life, he would
probably have found himself much more quickly. But
as is usually the case, he was expected to learn the
fundamental truths of civilised existence without being
taught except by meaningless and irritating
prohibitions;
he grew
up
in an environment
where nobody
wanted him. was thrown into a school life where he
really wanted nobody, and perverted his gift of imagination
to the purpose
of evasion. Like all those people
who have definite impulses, definite enthusiasms, who
are born with a character and not merely a faculty of
adaptation, he needed education in the tribal virtues,
particularly loyalty and the sense of truthfulness.
He
did not get it; untrue to himself, he was untrue to
others, and the consequent warping of his character
and judgment
persisted
through
many lamentable
episodes until he learned the elementary principle of
psychological dynamics-which
is, in Olive Schreiner’s
definition of genius, “find out what you can do, and
do that, and nothing else.” That polarises a man as
the passage of an electric current polarises the atoms
of a rail; that puts a point to the spear, gives it direction
and energy;
that enables a man to go forward
without trying to turn back at the same time, and
crumpling
up in the
process.
It is all so
simple;
it is in
the Gospels; but the want of the knowledge, or the
refusal or inability to apply it, provides the novelists
with innumerable subjects for exposition and explanation.

Old

England-V.

(THE HISTORY OF ONE DAY.)
By Bernard Gilbert.
(Continued.)
EMMANUEL
CREASEY.
I hardly slept a wink last night;
Which is maybe not unusual for an astronomer !
Perhaps it was the strange familiarity of this low-roofed
attic,
Where, mother tells me, I was born;
Or the shock of finding the village so amazingly
unaltered.
On my return to take the new appointmentCoining to see my fond old parentTo whom I owe so much-I find her little changed and Fletton not at all,
Since as a lad I sought Jupiter’s moons through a tube
of cardboard.
After the strenuous growth of Western America
Such stagnation is incredible !
When you look into it, Fletton hasn’t changed for five
hundred years,
And old Harvey could have lived comfortably with any
of his ancestors back to King John.
The active vocabulary is about three hundred words-Mostly of one syllableWhilst sentiments and instincts are untouched since the
Conquest.
These villagers are vegetables in face and life,
Reared and raised on one spot, immovable,
They look like cabbages, talk like cabbages, think, act
and feel like cabbages ;
And are as ignorant and brutish as Basutos.
The sky has no wonder for them, the heavens no depth.
For thein no Galileo lived, no Newton laboured,
And even my poor achievements are unknown !
They hear I star-gaze, and think the moon has
“touched” me :
But however slow the march of Time,
Science will reach this Feudal backwater,
Making a clean sweep of cottages, peasants, gentlemenfarmers, game-laws, brainless Earls, and uneconomicholdings.
Those duck eggs I had for breakfast were delicious;
I wish I could take some back to London with me.
JOE MAKINS.
The War’s altered a good many thingsIt’s altered me by God !I used to work from light to dark for Challands,
Monday morning to Saturday night for half-a-crown a
day;
Arid lucky if I got two quarts of beer through the week.
They’ll find it out, these lazy farmers;
For there’s lots my way of thinking now,
And we’re through with the old game.
Challands tried to bluster me out of the cottageJust as if there wasn‘t a War on(There hasn’t been for him, except he’s richer.)
What did we go to fight, for?
I told him what I’d do if he said another word,
And he slunk off like a dog.
Once I shouldn’t a dared to answer him back!
I earn a dollar when there’s a chance, lay off when I feel
like it, and take life easy.
Sarah’s all for the old ways and doesn’t fancy working
in the fields :
I tell her the women do it in Belgium, regular;
But she reckons the Army’s ruined me.
Something wanted ruining in Fletton !
What’s the good of work?
My old tom cat had a better time than me
And a bloody sight more sense;
Only fools and horses work!
As for the ArmyIt’s a fine life in many waysAnd I’m not sure I shan’t join up again when my leg’s
better.
Provided there ain’t a war on always, you can’t beat
the Army:
Sarah had: better mind her one eye.
THE HON. EUSTACE COOTE.
If the rain stops I shall do a round
To try over the idea I got from Fulton--

The Bly professionalWho has a new cross-grip that seems easy.
Strive as I will, my handicap remains at nine,
While Major Scott has gone down to five :
If I hadn’t such an incompetent ass for a clerk I could
get out more often.
I wish Betty would practice with me instead of mooning
about the village :
Her latest craze is wounded soldiers;
She brings them into the garden to give them flowers,
And even lessons in the summer-house :
She’ll find they don’t understand her condescension :
Familiarity with the lower classes never pays!
The Countess agrees with me and has always been
careful ;
But I’m afraid of the Viscount,
Who is full of revolutionary ideas and capable of anything.
I could almost wish he’d break his neck out hunting,
For Fitz would make a splendid Earl,
And worthily carry out the family traditions.
I receive a deputation this evening from the Parish
Council
Who ask for holdings for returned soldiers ;
I shall put my foot down firmly!
Unfortunately the Government is weak,
And has pandered to this fantastic idea,
Which threatens the foundation of Old England,
Opening flood-gates to Bolshevism,
And a Soviet of labourers taking over the Estate.
Small holdings are a fallacy(Invented by Radical candidates)As can be shown from our history:
Five times the Estate has tried them and five times failed;
The peasants start with high hopes,
But lacking capital and staying power are defeated by
two bad seasons.
They draw all goodness from the soil,
Living on its accumulated value ;
And when they retire the Estate must take over at a
loss.
The regular farmer may not get so much return per acre,
But he farms to carry on!
Any fool can succeed (for a time) by exhausting rich soil,
Like those fool Yankees with their prairies,
Raising
wheat twenty years in succession without
manuring !
Give me the old-fashioned man who hands his place on to
his son . . . .
Besides--small-holders are a pestilential crew !
Neither to bind nor to hold,
Disruptive of Church, State and the System.
I don’t care either for the other extreme-The business farmer :
Hides is as turbulent as any peasant and fifty times more
dangerous.
He actually wanted to farm the whole Estate,
Turning the Tenantry into the street ;
But I soon put him in his place;
And he retired abashed !
I shall admit no more of his kidney whilst I hold the
reins.
Sometimes I fear he is intriguing still;
For, unfortunately, the Countess is ready to point out
that we don’t clear two per cent. on our capital
value
(It’s lucky she doesn’t know what land is worth to-day;
We don’t show more than one per cent. really).
An Agent’s life is full of worry :
There’s Mogg and Fullerton and Barley and Benton
And several awkward fellows on our boundary who harass
us :
To say nothing of invasions of poaching scoundrels from
that horrible Hordle.
In spite of all, it’s a model Estate;
A justification of the System.
We tend our people in their daily lives,
We guide and guard them ceaselessly,
We weed and prune and cautiously delete;
And as long as the Owner lives on the land all is well :
It’s the Absentee who ruins us!
There’s only one trouble--

I have no childrenAnd seeing that in case of accident Fletton might pass
to another Branch,
It is not right that I should have no heir.
If only Betty could be brought to reason, I should be
happy !
Though I can scarce invade her resolution,
It may be said to be the purpose of matrimony;
And many would urge she has no right to withhold herself.
She pleads her health,
But will not consult either Berry or a specialist :
There are times when I feel very doubtful.
MARIA CREASEY.
Mrs. Wollerton’s as heavy as me,
Yet she hardly moves out of her shop,
While I’m as active as ever, spite of my two and twenty
stone.
If she’d had nineteen children she might begin to talk !
They’ve all done well, excepting Will, who’s ailed since
the black mare trod on his face.
The Twins (Joel and Amos) would have thriven
But they fell in the water-butt,
And I’ve never fancied using it since!
It’s been a struggle, but brother Isaac’s been very good :
And so was brother James while he lived;
Give me your own flesh and blood, in trouble!
When brother Jacob came out of prison
(On account of a little misunderstanding with the Oddfellows)
We started him in the butchering, and all the Baptists
traded with him :
Many’s the joint he’s sent for our Sunday dinner, before
he died of the ague caught in Gaol.
Those Oddfellows murdered him and will never thrive.
Us Creaseys are a good old stock
(That’s why I married my cousin !) ;
Jacob would never have had that accident if he hadn’t
wedded a Bones.
I nearly took Anthony Woods instead of poor Jabez :
He was very fond of me, was Anthony, and has kept
single ever since :
It shows you what I was, then!
I don’t feel any different now except my ankle bothers
me on wet days;
That’s Daniel Skinner’s fault !
He’d no sooner finished our bedroom floor than I put
my foot through,
And it took six men to get me out again;
While Jabez held a broom under me from below.
All my bairns are here for the Feast,
Excepting Walter who can’t get, being in the Civil
Service,
And working double-tides, account of the War.
Enoch and Adam are at school yet,
Job has a little place in Hordle,
Abel’s educated himself by scholarship to be an
engineer;
He never gets to the Feast, having four of his own at
Newcastle ;
But the others come when they can.
Bess is barmaid at Doncaster, Susan’s doing well in a
shell-factory, Mary’s a nurse and Jane’s a cook in
Bly :
She will try to help me at the Feast,
Rut I can’t do with anyone fussing in my kitchen :
I made frummety before she was thought of.
(Anne’s always ‘here, of course,
Having married Enderby Hicks,
And so is Dick at the chemist’s shop.)
The only one I’m doubtful about is Emmanuel (the eldest)
who was always queer;
Instead of scaring crows for Mr. Challands’ father he
used to measure the sun with thatch-pegs stuck in
the ground,
And nearly died of bronchitis being out at night counting
stars.
Who wants to know how many stars there be?
He’s come home for the first time in fourteen years,
After living in foreign parts among savages;
He was always fond of duck eggs, and I must see he has
plenty.
(To be continued.)

